
2 B  1 b  1 C3/2 Thistle Gr
HIGHETT
Start in state-of-the-art style, downsize in a Bayside hotspot,
invest in a high-demand address! This one has all you need and
more just seconds from the station and strip! Privately set
beyond towering liquid amber trees in a boutique group of high-
end apartments, this ground floor residence comes with a
streamlined 2-bedroom, 1.5-bathroom floorplan featuring airy
open-plan living-dining flowing to a private dining-sized
courtyard. Prestige appointed with granite benchtops extending
to splashbacks for the European appliance kitchen and a bonus
powder-room for luxe fully tiled bathroom (with ensuite access),
this luxury lock and leave showpiece has secure intercom entry,
a hideaway euro laundry, built-in robes in both bedrooms,
reverse cycle air-con throughout and basement parking with
generous storage. Even the location is prestige ...in a low traffic
cul-de-sac just seconds from Highett Roads' transformed
restaurant, rail and retail strip with the park at the streets end,
Southland nearby and the CBD within a 24-minute commute.
ALL ENQUIRIES MUST INCLUDE A CONTACT NUMBER.

Sold by Auction $525,000
Date Sold Jul 2017
 

2 B  2 b  1 C4/30 Garfield St
CHELTENHAM
This is the first and the best! The first apartment to become
available in this almost-new group, this two bedroom, two
bathroom garden apartment is also one of the best - with the
premier north-facing rear position, one of the largest wraparound
courtyards and a rear gate for easy access to Southland's
shopping, cinemas and transport! Offered in better-than-new
style with rich Oak wideboard floors, quality window furnishings
and flyscreens already in place, this quality apartment has a full-
sized Bosch appliance kitchen with stone-topped island-bench
and a stylish bathroom for each bedroom - one a generous
private ensuite. Offering multiple reverse-cycle air-conditioners
for climate-control, this inviting apartment has intercom entry for
security and basement garaging with storage for added peace-
of-mind. Best of all, it has a sun-bathed corner garden with
flowering established gardens to indulge a green-thumb, a paved
area to fit the BBQ and secondary access from the master-suite
to add to the garden lifestyle! Find Southland within 150m for
some retail therapy, jump on the train at Cheltenham station for
an easy commute (or wait for the Southland station soon to
come), invest in garden living and the easy life at this growing
beachside-of-the-Hwy address.

Sold by Auction $547,000
Date Sold Apr 2017
 

2 B  2 b  1 C206/2a Major St
HIGHETT
Crafted with an innovative edge by leading local developers
'Steller apartments', this brand new 2-bedroom, 2-bathroom, 2nd
floor home gives rise to the standard of apartment living with
state-of-the art-style, a flawless finish and a first class position off
Highett's thriving strip and station.A showcase of streamlined
fittings with frameless screening and elliptical basins in the fully
tiled bathrooms, and deluxe features including stone benchtops
and engineered timber floors, this leading edge apartment
provides living and dining beyond a prestige Ilve kitchen
(integrated DW), a vast master-suite with a spacious study nook
and dual access to a full width terrace.With all the expected
luxuries - there's split system air-conditioning for comfort,
intercom entry, a euro laundry, mirrored built-in robes, plush
carpets and lift access to underground parking.Just moments to
Southland, the beach and Highett Reserve, minutes to a choice
of schools and only a 24-minute commute to the CBD. ALL
ENQUIRIES MUST INCLUDE A CONTACT NUMBER.

Sold by Private Sale $560,000
Date Sold May 2017
 

Statement of Information
Sections 47AF of the Estate Agents Act 1980

Property offered for sale

Address: 2/42 Graham Road Highett

Indicative selling price

For the meaning of this price see http://www.consumer.vic.gov.au/underquoting

Range between: $525,000 & $560,000

Median sale price

Median price: $727,000    Unit   Suburb: Highett
Period - From: 31/03/2017 to 30/06/2017 Source: PDOL

Comparable property sales

These are the three properties sold within two kilometres of the property for sale in the last six
months that the estate agent or agent's representative considers to be most comparable to the
property for sale.
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